Figure 1 Trail to the Tribes -- Theory of
Change
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Figure 1: CEMELA Program Map

CEMELA
Objectives

CEMELA
Campus
Based
Activities

Develop leaders in math education by recruiting and
supporting doctoral students and post-doctoral fellows
to participate in research and teacher education
related to learning and teaching in working class
Latino settings

Recruit and support
Fellows engaged in
mathematics or
teacher education
who aspire to
CEMELA’s goals

Campus based
seminars engage
fellows in literature on
language, literacy and
mathematics
education

Strengthen pre-and in-service teachers’ ability to promote
Latinos’ achievement by expanding their knowledge of
mathematics and linguistically and culturally responsive learning
environments

Partnerships with
schools to provide Inservice professional
development through
courses, lesson
planning and study
groups,

CEMELA Modules
incorporating
language and
culture integrated
into mathematics
and pedagogy
courses for preservice teachers

Conduct collaborative research that
engages CEMELA fellows, faculty in
projects addressing learning and teaching
mathematics for Latino students

Pre-service
teachers gain
field experience
in CEMELA after
school programs
for Latino
students and
parents

Campus based
seminars and projects
engage Fellows and
Faculty in research

CEMELA after school programs provide research laboratories for research
related to the center-wide research focus

CEMELA
Center
based
Activities

Periodic center-wide
telecommunication
meetings

Program
Outcomes

Doctoral graduates in
mathematics education who
understand the
interconnections between
academic language, culture
and literacy in Latino
contexts

CEMELA
Goals

Summer Institute of short
center-wide courses for
Fellows and teachers

Established school based
teacher communities engaged
in action research and
reflective practice in their
teaching of Latino students

Center-wide Research Forum to
connect research work and
themss

Increased numbers of teachers
who understand the
interconnections between
academic language, culture and
literacy and who are effective
teachers of Latino students

An integrated model that connects mathematics teaching
an d learning to cultural, social and linguistic contexts of
Latino students

Collaborative research
projects within and across
campuses connect to
CEMELA research focus

Doctorates and Post Doctorates
who aspire to conduct research on
the interconnections between
academic language, culture and
literacy and to change the
mathematics achievement of
Latinos

Center-wide research focus
on Student Learning;
Community and Parents,
Teaching and Teacher
Education, and Policy

Publications and
presentations based on
CEMELA research
collaboarations

Increased numbers of mathematics educators with
integrated knowledge that leads to improved
mathematics education of working class Latinos
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